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Students clubbed on mall

.

photo by RC DeJesus

Members of the Black F~aternities and Sororities display their
pride. (above) Students gathered on the Residental Mall to learn
ab!Jut clubs and receive free food. (right)

activities.
Clubs pertaining to specific
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
majors, from Theology and
'.\
· ·,, On Monday. Sept. 9, the
· Philosophy to Biology a.nd
• .,_ ~-· t,:1~~~-·.........
,..,.+.~,,_.....1.J ... ~-·-'-· .... ·~···. . .....
PfiysiCs ·~ere 're'pres~·nte(c ·
Residential Mall was trans- ·
formed from strips of brick, ·· -'
Then~ were many· athletic
grass and trees into a carnival of
Clubs offering information.
color, music, people and most
Even Xavier's Boxing Club,
importantly, clubs eagerly
which hosted a regional tourna· awaiting new members.
ment last year, was attracting .
Club Day on the Mall
more members to the ring.- .
1996 included over 80 clubs
· Xavier Crew, which i.s the
which vied for the time, energy
largest of the recreational clubs, as
and participation of Xavier's
well as the oldest sporting club on
student population.
campus, was also there to distribAccording to Matt
ute information and sign-up new
Whitehead, assistant coordinamembers.
tor for ClubDay,."It is an
Xavier's international flair
excellent opportunity for
· was also represented by the many
everyone to get involved in
language clubs on 'the Ma1l. The
clubs and organizations." .
International Student's Society
Attending'Club Day
has over 50 nations represented by
.1Ilows students to visit eyeth~ir members. The 200-plus
photo·by.RC Dejesus
:atching and interest-gaining
member group helps students from
. booths, as well.as become_
other countries get accustom'ed to . Members of the Crew Club, the largest club on campus, keep 011
recruiting.
American culture.
·
'
involved in a wide range of
BvJoE~RISA
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~

.
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-SAC: excited,_about:future events
'

. Bv'MARYCLARE ALERDING

In movie, "Happy Gilmore,"
Inn.
-- which will be held on the Residen- · ·
Completing the weekend is
tial mall in front of Brockman.
an '80s dance on Saturday, Sept. · ·
Popcorn and drinks wlll be .
28th, when all are invited fo come
available.
and dance in the Village. ·
. The fun begins at 9 p.m.
October hosts two major
Student Activities Council
SAC has the weekend of
'SAC events.
(SAC)', is busy once again this : · · . S~pt. 27.~28 ·bpoked begin~ing · ·
The first, Fall Ball, is set for
y~ar planning ~a,mpus functions. . with the first Happy Hour of the
Saturday, Oct. 5.
·· September is the busiest ·
year on -the 27th; a free event This formal dance is from .9
month .yet for SAC activities.. .
. which w11J.iriclude mu'sic~ enter~
p.m. to 1 a.m. at Music Hall, in
beginning with a Tailgate Party.
taininent, and food.
Over-th~-Rhine.
. for the men's and women's socce~
. if. there's· rain this time, .
Bus transportation will
teams this Friday. The cafeteria
Happy ·Hour will be held-on the
begin at 8:45 p.m. behind the
· will be closed, so head on down
Academic· Mall in front of the
University Center. The ten buses
. for a cookout at 4:30 p.in .. On
library, but the remaining Happy
will run approximately every
.. Sept._ 17, SAC is hosting a DriveHours will be in the Musketeer
twenty minutes.
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Pick up from the danc;e will
begin at 12:30 p.m. until everyone
has returned.
· The .second October event is
the "Go Bananas" Comedy Show
on Oct. 24, which is the first of
four scheduled comedy shows for
the year. Keep your eyes peeled
for more information.
"I .feel we have one of our

... ..,

·'

EWS
Headaches ·want.ed

ROTC Orgallization
·Day takes.flight
Bv-AMY Zw1cK1
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The Health and Counseling Center is continuing research for the
The following may be
Headache study which was started last year. The first visit will require mistaken for the setting of a
20 minutes of your time to _obtain information about you and y~ur
typical war movie, yet it repreheadaches. The next.visit will be at the time of your headache. And
.sents what occured at Cohen
you will be asked to remain at the Health Center for four hours .
F,ield last Friday when Xavier's
following the taking of two capsules. Participants will receive $100 if
ROTC program held it~ annual
you are enrolled and complete the study. For further information,
Oragni~ation Day. Imagine if
contact Kay Mazza orAnq Florian at 745-2873.
. you will, a wide open field with
trees lining each side and some
strategically placed branches
lyfag upon the field.
Suddenly, the echo of gun
shots ring out as your attention is
.suddenly drawn to a group of
Students who. are Ohio residents, enrolled full. time, and 'working adversaries charging from a pick
up truck.
toward their first bachelors· degree are eligible to receive the Ohio
The assailants attention is
· Student Ch()ice Grant for $810. If you have not filed the FAFSA, you
drawn
to the trees lining the field
will need to complete an Ohio Residency Form in the Office of
wher:e
they
catch a glimpse of
Financial Aid by Sept. 20 in order to r~ceive this grant. ...
their camouflage opponents ·
emerging from the wooded area.
Within moments the field
becomes encased by a· red arid
. grayish smoke resulting in a
complete loss of visibility.
The Classics Department, Senior Classical League and the ·
The sound of gun shots
Honors/Scholars Program are presenting a panel discussion on Mary
once again rumble through the
R. Lefkowitz' book: "Not Out of Africa: how Afrocentrism became
air, but this time they do not go
an excuse to teach myth as history." The discussion will be held on
unanswered.
Friday, Sept. 20 at 7 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium in Alter. For further
The camouflage men have
information, contact Dr. E. P. Cueva at 745-1931.
begun fo,make 1their move: 'They
. begin to surround their enemies
· · in a rapid and expedient manner
while remaining virtually
unnoticed.
In the distance, a new
Students should be aware of an increased amount of panhansound can be heard, · not of gun
dling in the immediate area. Solicitors are demanding money from
shots, but a helicopter.
people as they exit the interstates, particularly on I71 ·at Dana A venue, ·
·The camouflage men move
Montgomery Road. Safety and Security recommends students.roll-up
in on their opponents, disarming
their windows, lock their doors, and ignore the panhandlers~ behavior.
them and securing the perimeter..
The helicopter lands in the
middle of the field where the
soldiers quickly board and the
demonstration ends.
Shawn Ward, a fourth.year
Voter Registration will be held Sept. 11, 18, 25 .and Oct. 2 from
ROTC student and.the Public
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. on the Academic Mall.
Affairs Officer in charge of
planning the day said "Organization Day is designed to build
compiled by Virginia Sutcliffe
· unity within the ROTC as well as

Ohio. student grant

Panel discu·ssion

Beware.of panhan.dlers

Voter ·Registration

. photo by RC De.°!~~us

ROTC 'demonstrators quickly board the utillty helicopter to end the
·
lifelike simulation of r('!al combat.

encourage its members to bring
assaults, but it is more than just
· their family and friends who
that, we learn how to be a team.'.'
might have an interest injoining." · ·said Mussio.
"Socializing is the main
For three consecutive years
thing, but it is also a chance to.
the pr()gram·has received the
: answer questions about the
.MacArthur Award which recog1
Reserve Officers Training Core
nizes the nations most outstanding
and inform people about the
battalion. Sophomore Jessica
scholarships available," said
Karceski is not member of the
Rebecca Smith who is the captain
ROTCbut came to take part in the
of the U.S. Armies Public Affairs.
festivities: ·
Currently the Xavier ROTC
She described the presentaprogram ranks number one out of · ·· tion as being "Explosive! The ·
helicopter definitely added
316 ROTC-programs nationwide
in the medium size school
s'ometlµng to the 'program'."
category.
This was the first year.
. According to Colonel.·
Orgaitization Day had access to
Lambert, who is a Battalion
the UHl utility helicopter,
·commander, "Organization Day
commonly called a "huey" which
is designed for soldiers to have
flew out of Rickenbacker Air.
fun while at the same time make
National Guard Base in Coltimnew friends. We want ROTC
bus.
. students to see what their future
Kevin Garfield is the
might have in store for them."
president of the AUSA which
.
Mike Mussio was a memper
·stands for the Association of the
of the ranger challenge team that
United States Afmy.
put on the demonstration.
"The program was 'really
He joined the ROTC last
. outstanding this year. The huey
year and has been pleased with
definitely pumped up the crowd
what it has offered.
and hopefully it will help get
"Within the ROTC Battalpeople motivate~ and involved,"
ion, we practice soldiering skills,
Garfield said.
patrols, marches and grenade

a
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Security Notes
.

.

Wednesday, Sept! 4, app. 12:50 a.m.
A student in Kuhlman Hall reported receiving harassing E-mail
messages on her personai computer. TJ:ie subject was identified and
will face disciplinary charges.
·
·
·
·Wednesday, Sept. 4, 3:15 p.m.
Two bikes were reported stolen from balconies in the rear of the E
building of the Village. One was recovered !n the wooded area·
between Victory Parkway and the building. ·
Saturday, Sept. 7, 4:30 a.m.
Officers on routine patrol discovered someone had tampered with the
water fixtures on the fountain on the Academic Mall.
Sunday, Sept. 8, 7iOO a.m.
Officers _discovered a faculty/staff parking sign was stolen from near
the entrance of University Drive.

New academic calendar
Bv BRIDGET HoERST
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Starting the fall semester on a Wednesday may
become· a thing of the past.
The Acaciemie Calendar Committee is discuss~
ing the issue of beginning classes on a. Monday or
Tuesday, rathei: than Wednesday in the future.
Dr. James Bundschuh, Vice President of
. Academic Affairs, explains tbat the current calendar ·
keeps students in classes held only onMondays away
from that class until the third week of the semester
due to the mid-week start and the. Labor Day Holiday.
The ppposing concerns involve the scheduling
of Manresa and the student moving in day.
No final decision has· been made yet.
The committee will o~ly make a recommerida-

tion to Fr. Hoff.
''I love starting schoql on Wednesday. It
helps stl!dents who live out of state like me. I fly in
.from Dallas ori Sunday and have a couple of days
t~ regroup before classes start,''. sophomore Andy .
. Frasco said.
· .
. ·
.
Expanding Library-and Computer Lab hours
is also a concern of the committee.
There has been all' increase in the number of
weekend and evening programs on campus, putting
stress on available resources.
"We understan~ the pressing needs of
technology. ·we want to make sure that our
students have the best," Bundschuh said.

compiled by Kara Benken
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Tyoing terrorist targets Schott

Bomb scare a bust
.

'

.

.

BY KARA.BENKEN

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

'·'The Unabom·ber's targets
were f acuity members,
weren't they?''

For those students who
sleep more-important
than 8:30 a.m. Tuesday and
Thursday classes, you may
regret yourdecision when you
read about the excitement
Xavier experienced last
Thursday;
. '
·
This was· the scene that greeted 'the University· took appropriate
··
You may not, however,· Dr. Eric Anderson when he reported ·action;
"You
don't
want
to make a
when you learn what really
· to work that morning.
big
deal
out
of
nothing,
but if you
"I arrived a little after 7 in the ·
· happened.
don!t
take
action,
it
could
be a real
While conducting a
morning to find Dr. Peter Bychio and
problem;
·Now
we
know
our
routine check of Schott Hall
Bill Smith sitting on the black sofalike things on the Mall.· We were told campus is still safe," he .said.
early Thursday inornirig, a..
. "We are.always going to err
third shift (i 1 p.m. to 7 a.m.)
we could not go in because there was
on
the
side of safety at Xavier,"
Xavier Safety and Security
a suspicious object in the building,"
said
Chief
Couch. "Contingent on
Officer spotted an "unusual,
Anderson said.
the circumstances, we; will call
brown, heavy-duty plastic
The Ffre Chief determined the
Cincinnati's forces to assist as
carrying case" in the lobby of case warranted a more thorough
the 1st Floor.
inspection, and at approximately 7:55 necessary."
Jones agreed. He said, "The
No professor.in the.area a.m., the bomb squad arrived to
University took proper .prec·aucould say how .long the case
examine the object. .
tions for student safety." - ·
. had been there or to whom it
"It was a well-rehearsed drill,"
"With all of the Unabomber
belonged.
said Anderson. · '11 was most imnews over the summer, this was
''Aftet taking steps to
pressed with thi.s man in body-armor
something to be taken seriously,"
locate the possible owner of
from top to bottom. I was reminded
the case, and finding there was.· of the Michelin Man advertisements." said Anderson. · "The
Unabomber's targets were faculty
no apparent reason for it to be
To me, he was the highlight of
there, we notified the local
the day. It takes· a brave persc;m to do members, weren't they?" _
district Fire Chief as a safety"· .. _that.''., ·.. · ·' · ·,,,;;1;,,, , ;: ··;:·... ,,:: ·,, ·
At approxitn;itely ·8:30'a';m:,
precautfon," said Police Chief
"Within ten;minutes, the object as students were entering Alter
Hall for their first classes; fire
Michael Couch.
was X-rayed, examined and the film
At approximately 7:35
was developed," said Chief Couch.
·crews were removing the yellow
a.m. two pumpers, a ladder
"There was no indication or
Caution Tape from around
truck and a standby ambulance sign of any unusualcontents."
McDonald Library and Schott,
Student Government Associa~
arrived at the end of the
and allowing professors to enter
the buildings once again.
Academic Mall.
tion.President Damon Jones thinks
Couch wants to reassure the
students that this incident was in
no way a "threat." He said, "We
'
received no phone calls or other
threatening notification ... The
"1997 MISS OHIO USASM PAGEANT"
. placement and age ofthe case
were enough to raise our suspi¥
.
¥
cions, and we decided to make
sure this was nothing to worry
about"
The case, which was empty,
lf
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED 1f
has not been-claimed.
¥
If.y.ou are an applica1it who · -¥-.
An explanatiOn for its
¥
qualifies and are between the ages of -¥appearance is not expected.
¥
18 and 27 by February 1, 1997, never -¥¥
married and .at least a six month -¥¥
resident of Ohio, thus college dorm ¥
¥
stuh· ~en~ 'lire eligibl_e, you c?ulCdB~Se .Jf:
¥
o w's representative at t 1e -· ¥·
¥
nationally televised ~liss USA® -¥Pageant* in February to comrete fo~ ¥
:
over $200,000 in cash and prizes. The
¥ .
~Jiss Ohio USA Pageant for 1997 will ¥
'.lit.
be presented in the Grand Ballroom of Ji!.
-r
MELISSA BOYD
the Columbus Marriott North in ·r
Xavier is currently seeking several di ivers for the
¥
Miss Ohio USAsu
Columbus, Ohio, November 30 & -¥
new campus shuttle se:rVice. You must be at least
¥
·December 1, 1996. The new ~liss Ohio -¥
¥ USA, along with her expense paid trip to compete in the CBS-nationally -¥
21 years of ~ge With a clean .driving and criminal
¥, televised ~liss USA Pageant, \\'ill receive over $1,QOO in cash among her many -¥· record. Prior van driving experience and a valid
¥ prizes. All ladies interested in competing for the title mi!St respond by mail. -¥Ohio
driver's license preferred. These are part-time·
¥ Letters must im:lude a recent s11apsbot, a brief biography, -¥de~m

-Dr. Eric Anderson
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Application Dead/;,1e is October 5, 1996
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. -STUDENT SHUITLEDRIVERS

positions 6:00pm to 2:00am, Sunday through
Thursday; 6pm to 3am, Friday and Saturday.
Starting pay is $6.50/hr. For a complete position
descrlption or to file an application contact
Safety and Security located on the first floor of the
·~
University Center.
~

~

~

If you have
any ideas

for News
stories, .
please· call.
'The

Newswire at
745-3122.
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Steve Ashworth
senior

Mike Reardon
.,senior

"I didn't.· I want
to focus my time on all
my other activities that I
am involved in."

"Club Soccer and
Pre-Law; Because I
enjoy playing soc.cer and
I want to be a lawyer."

Megan Mascari
.junior

TomDeCorte
junior

"I formed a group
called S.T.A.T., which
stands for Students
,
Talking Action Today. It
is a peer education group
that reaches out to other
students."

"College Republicans. Because, obviousli,
Bob Dole ... next President of the United States."
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Government, businesses and people
of Norwood: refocusing on quality
BY JEFF DAVIS
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

.Commentary

The City of Norwood is
cleaning up its act, but there; s still want quality; They, want to be
ness can. gb along way in getting
a long way to go;
. able to walk into a, clean grocery
• students and citizens to spend
- Norwood has had its share
store, buy .first rate goods and then , their money at Norwood .busi- .
of probleins; economically and
be checked out by a courteous
nesses instead of going out of their
structurally, in the past. There
clerk, whose speech they can
way and driving a much further
was 1he loss of a major factory, a
.understand. This goes for retail
distance'to Hyde Park to do their
BASF plant exploded and the
stores as well. A usual trip into a
other errands.
city's economy was shattered.
Norwood business for me consist
In 'addition to the businesses
Norwood's roads have b~en less
of the foilowing:
.. in Norwood, many of the citizens.
than desirable.to drive on,:. some cif ·
, ·~· \\'.~lk}1'to au ,anyt~ing.but .. •i' need to help clean~u.P their ..
. them only a nut wouid be caught
clean store.
hometown.. l realize people in .
on.at night In addition, Norwood
· •I get hit up for money from Norwood aren't your typical
has to deal with the daily crimes
a pedlar.'
·Beverly Hills, California,: living in
•Then get no help from store mass luxury type people~ they're
that occur in the city.
However, when I returned to clerks, because they are too busy
just everyday people like you and
campus this past August, I found
chatting with their friends who
me. But they can put a little time
several streets paved that had
have stopped by.
and effort into.this project by
previously looked like the areas·
•Finally, I find what I'm
starting out with their own
looking for and eventually check
property and urging others in their
where Neil Armstrong and the
other astronauts landed on the
out. This is after I translate the
neighborhood to follow suit. · .
moon. I also discovered new
garbled words the clerk rudely .
Just like political camplants and trees along different'
spits out at me.
paigns, Norwood's clean-up must
· •Oh yeah, before I leave, I
start at the grassroots le.vel to
roadways in the City, and a new
campaign that stressed retrieving
gethit upfor more money by the
blossom.and have something to
pride in Norwood and keepi~g the same pedlar I said "no" to when I
show for its effort: Sure it takes
city clean: Even our friends up at . walke.d in just 15 minutes earlier.
money to remodel and clean ·
the Norwood Kroger have gotten
. . . In a municipality like Hyde
things up, but the investment'.~
into .the action.
·
Park, 1 can. vyalk in to a clean
result are immeasurable.
They've cleaned·up the
establishment without being hit up .Cleveland putmillions of dollars
parking lot, planted some nevy
Jor, the .small amount of money I ·
into its faltering downtciw.n several.
trees, and spruced up the inside..
have; be.met by a sales clerk ·
years ago. Now, the downtown
They are also taking advantage of . practically. at the door; and be ·
district is packed with businesses
a new law th_at makes stealing
'checked out by a frie11dly cashier
and people, pumping billions
· shopping carts a crime. They·
•··who speaks clearly and actually
. dollars into its economy: Just like ·
even have a security guard out . ; · says; '..'Thank you, have a nfoe
. in Cleveiand, a little clean-up and
front to chase away the thugs.
:: day)•·'
investment in Norwood will bring
It seems like several
· ... ' · A littie outside clean up of
a multitude of consumers to the
Norwood businesses have security· :. ~he retailers' buildings wouldn't
city, resulting in more jobs for the
now. This should make people
hurt either, .but after all, I know of citizens of the city, and no doubt,
feel more comfortable about
,sdtile great barbecue joints I go to
stimulate the city's econqmy>
coming into Norwood to do
th~Htren't that pleasing to the eye
· Norwood has. the potential
business: A lot of Xavier
from the outside. · · ·
to be agreat city. It has made the
. students I know do ~heir shopping
j: " My plea to the business
first small steps ii1 cleaning itself
or other errands in Hyde Park · · '()wners.of Norwood is just
up .. Now they can take it even .
because they feel safer and ar~ in .. / ·. i6spect your customers more by
further by taking some bigger .
a Cleaner environment than they · doiitg the'little things that are ·
steps, those that I have mentioned.
would be in neighboring i
expeeted
(rom
a
professional
Perhaps a task force of business .
1
Norwood .. It :will take Norwood
establishment Business owners
leaders can get together an.d work
while before it can measure up to
and city leaders will quickly find . with each other on the goal of
a 'Hyde Park', but at least they're
students and citizens flocking to
revitalizing the City of Norwood
trying..
their.proprieties simply because
even further. Norwood has the
·
.The leaders aitci business . they made a few small adjustsame resources that a city like ·
owners of Norwood must realize . .ments that consumers find at
Hyde Park has, they just need to
that Xavier students, who make up almost every other ~hopping ·
· put them into action. If they do,
a large section of consumers in the . center or store. Safety, cleanlithe pride can be most 'definitely .
city, and the citizens of Norwood, ness; quality, upkeep and friendli-. alive in Norwood.
'
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.· PORTS
FenWiCk:Open info
·.
The 1996 FeµwiCkOperi Golf Scramble is·spheduled for Satur- ·
day, Sept. 28. The event will take place atthe'Hickory Woods Golf
Course in Loveland. Play begins at 12:30 p.m~ )vith· a shotgun start.
'
For participating, ea.Ch piayer will receive<a towel;thfee balls;.
tees and a divot remover.. J'h~re will also he a raffle and prizes for the
day's best, and wors!~ performances. The cost for participation is ·$2s
for students mid $SO for all others. This cost will cover 18 holes, a cart
and dinner.
·
·
·
.
}llay is limited to the first 3S foursomes that arei:egistered and
paid in foll. In the past; the event has filled up two weeks before the
event. ForregistraJionfonns or more infonn.ation, stop by the Department of Student Services on the first floorofthe University Center and
ask for Carol Boschert

Student·appreciation promotions
The Athletic Departine11t is participating in Student Appreciation Weekend by planning promotions at this_ weekend's .soccer
games. Friday, there will be a pregame tailgate party in the O'Conner
Sports Center parking lot before thewoi:nen take on St. Joe's. The
tailgate meal is free if you're on a ~eal plan, otherwise it costs $S.
Wildman Walker from WEBN will DJ the event, and the first 100
students will.receive free XU soccer t-~hirts. Ori Sunday, Coca Cola
will sponsor the men's game at 6 p.m .. In ~ddition to handing out free
Powerade to the fans, Coke will run several halftime promotions. .

Golfers tee off sea-son·

· The Xavier men's and women's golf teams teed off their ~easons
this past weekend with
very different results. The men
captured s~cond
.
.
.·
place at the Dayton.Men's Fall Golflnvitational while the wcimeri went
to Illinois for the:Illinois State Redbird Classic and returned with· an
eleventh place finish.
. . .. .
·
. The· men were six strokes behind champion Eastern Kentucky as
they edged out the host school, Dayton, f()r s~ond by a stroke. The.
Muskies were -lead by Steve Dixon (69) and Brian Sparks (72). Chad
Seilheimer"(70) also played well, but was entered as an individual, so
his score was not included in: the team total.
·
· The women's disappoiriting'finisli wru.·not without a IJright spot.
Christy Fout came up with a three day total of 248 to place her 1Sth
individually out of the 81 golfers entered.

......

Running se~soµ takes_ off

. The Muskete_er cross country runners battled the heat, Dayton .
··
and Wright State last we~kend at the Dayton Quad Meet.
The women dropped a close meet to Wright State 23-3i with
·Amy Gonzales finishing second with a time of 20:03 in the SK race.
Margie Givens finished fifth with a time of 21:10. Finishing up in·
seventh was Jessie.Meyer, who came in at 21:38,
·
The men also struggled, finishing third with 64 points, trailing
Wright State (l!l.S) and Dayton (21). Freshman Dave Dickman was the
top Xavier finisher in sixth place with a time of 16:04 for the SK course.
Finishing at 16:42 and eleven.th place was Joe Burzynski.
"We didn't have a very_ good meet," said junior Kevin Varda,··
"but the one positive· was Dave (Dickman). For being his first

c~;i;;·Pup ~··
ednesday, Sept. 11
Friday, Sept. 13

Saturday, Sept. 14

Sunday,Sept. 15

Monday, Sept. 16

...

"Men!s Soccer at Dayton; 7 p.ni.
•Women's Soccer vs. St. Joe's; 6 p.m ·
~Volleyball at Samford University
•Men's Golf at the Falcon Cross Creek
· Ihvitational in Colorado .
·•Volleyball at Western ·carolina~Volleyball at Tennessee Tech
•Cross Country at the Miami Invitational
•Men's Golf at the Falcon Cross Creek
Invitational in Colorado
•Women's Golf at the Michigan
Invitational
•Men's Soccer vs. Evansville; 6 p.m.
•Womep's.Soccer at Louisville; 4 p.m.
•Men's Golf at the Falcon Cross Creek
Invitational in Colorado
•Women'.s Golf at Ute Michigan
Invitational
·
.
. •Volleyball vs. Georgia; 7 p.m.

in

All home games bold
Home soccer matches a~e played at Corcoran Field
Home volleyball matches are played at Schmidt Fieldhouse

•Xavier crowned champs
When Checkett, Schulte and
Katie Andrews arrived at Xavier
three years ago, they were
immediate starters. This pattern
has repeated itself with the
addition of Osterday, Willi'ams
and middle blocker Jenny Janszen
to this year~ s squad.
"When we came in, it was
so hard because freshmen were
half the sfarters,'"Checkett said.
"Whoever was .starting had to
have patience with us. Now we
. have to have the same patience
with them. Everyone has a role to
play."
· . Checkett, who shared settin
duties with sophomore Cara
Espelage against Robert Morris,
propelledXavier to victory in a
hard.fought match against
northern rival Akron with SO
assists, eight kills and five blocks.
The Zips fell to Xavier in
five games, lif-16, 16-1~. lS-13,
11-lS, 18-20. Xavier rallied in th
pivotal second game to avoid ·
falling behind two games to none
in the match.
In the final match of the
tournament, Xavier cruised to a
pho~o liy Soren Baker.
: Xavier's Beth Osierday spikes a ball against Akron during the Queen
four game victory over Austin
City Invitational last weekend at Schmidt Fieldhm~se. .-. Osterday is on.e of Peay, 1S·l2, lS-10, 6-lS, lS-7.
three Xavier freshmen making impact on this year's squad.
On Monday at 7 p.m.,
Xavier hosts the University of
BY S'oREN B.AKER
match to Kentucky's ~urray
Georgia. The Bulldogs were
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
State, Xavier rebounded with
ranked'24th in the NCAA preconsecutive victories over Robert
season poll.
The Xavierc women's
Morris; Akron and Austin Peay.
. The tough regular season
volleyball team won last-.
of
the
In
their
only
defeat
.
.
Atlantic.10 schedu°le along with .
weekend's Queen City Volleyball . tournament, Murray State
matches against nationally
Invitational at Schmidt Fieldhouse outlasted-Xavier, 12~15, IS-1 l,
recognized powerhouses should
to improve its record to 6~2. ·
lS-13,4-15, lS-10.
prep~e.XaVif?r for the conference
"When we found out at the
Checkett led Xavier's·
tournament
end of last year that we were .
. offensive attack with SS assists
The Muskies· are planning to
going to host a tournament, we
during the match, while freshman
make a journey to the four-team
were very·excited," senior setter·
outside hitter Beth Osterday
Susie Checkett said~ "That's one
anchored the defense with 16 digs. championship at the University of
Rhode Island.
thing that we've never had: And
Still, it was not enough to
But with three consecutive
to actually win the tournament
overcome Murray State's Krista
victories and a tournament
_was just the icing on the .cake."
Shumard and Melissa Bridges,
Xavier d.efeated Robert
who combined for 44 kills in the · championship title, Xavier's
volleyball team has already built
Morris, Akron and Austin Peay on five games.
._
up
momentum early in the season.
the way to a championship title.
Robert Morris, however, did
"Everyone is pretty confiSenior Sally Schulte was
not put up much resistance for the
named to the All-Tournament
host squad. Xavier easily defeated dent, but the more we play, the
more we see what needs to be
team. The outside hitter racked up the Colonials lS-1, lS-9, 1S·6.
fixed," Checkett said.
64 kills during the tournament,
Outside hitter Kelly Wil"The little things need to be
leaving her l S shy Xavier's all- liams, another member of
fixed so that things will go
· ·
time career kill record.
:Xavier's promising freshman
smoothly."
After losing the first match
class, paced the Musketeers with
of the tournament in a five game
12 digs and nine kills.
·

of
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Bradford, Bevel battle for bigs
of Bradford's success to the leyel of ·only hitting .244 against Bevel.
coaching: he .received at Xavier.
Tourists.pitching_ coach Stait
THEXAVIER NEWS~RE
"I've noticed that most of the kids Kyles thinks thatBevelisjust be-:
Xavier' s baseball program has that come. to•· Xavier, especially ·in. · ginning to tap his potential. "Bobby
bolstered its recruiting and coach-. the last three years, improve greatly , is doing a real good job, forus.: He's
ing in recent years and the clubs of from year to year, Josh really has got a lot to learn, buthe'sdoingitat
Major League Baseball are. begin- · made tremendou.s overall improve- a steady pace,"
.
ment."said McClure.
.
·Kyles says he expects Bevel
ning to take notice.
Two graduates of XU' s base"What we do is give our guys. to be promoted to Salemiri the Caroball team, pitchers Bobby Bevel and a chance to fail. Most people have . lina league next year. "Even though ·
Josh Bradford, are beginning to to go backward before they go for- . he's still a raw pitcher, he's <level.,
makeanimpactintheminorleagues. ward," said Xavier coach John oping anicefeel for his pitches and
Bradford, who graduated in Morrey. "If someone gives up a he's around the plate much more.;'_
May, was drafted in the 17th round couple of runs and then gets out of a
Bevel owns the Xavier record
of the Major League draft in June by bases loaded jam, there's something . for most strikeouts in a season with
the Toronto Blue Jays. After his positive that co~es out of that.''
87 ~nd is second on the career
_ "Though he's still learning to strikeout list. ''Bobbyisrealaggres·selection, he was assigned to the
Class A affili~te St. Cathari11es (Ont.)· piteh on the professional leyel, in sive with his fastball and it ti.as good
Stompers of the New York-Penn terms of beiqg at the park and play- movement/' said Kyles. "He'.s also
League.
.
ing .every day, _he's got_ a· bright developed a·ciJ;cle change, which
In just over three ~onths 'with future ahead.of him," said Wheeler. ·gets batters to hit Into more ground
-· · Bradford got the start for the· balls and also makes him more· ef~
the Stompers, Bradford has com~
piled a 5-4 record with a 3.35 ERA. Stompers in the first game of the · fc~ctive againsfleft handed batters:•
Bradford is gunning down.batters at New York Penn League Champion~ . . . "He was 9ne :otthose. guys '
a blazing pace, striking out.63 hit- ship on Mcindar·again_st ·the Ver- thatcame iis'ajuni<)r.college·trans-;: ·
ters in only 53 innings. ·
_· ._ morit Expos. Bradford doinfrtated ,fer an(j strl;lggled as· a junfo~,". ·
Bradford earned the Atlantic the-Exp0 hitters, alfowingo-!llY tfuee,: Morrc::y .silid. "Hew~ almost -..yalk-.
1opitcher of the year award with a . baierunners in··a 2~0 St .Cathannes: .ing a batteran.inn!Jig.. Wlie.n you do·..
8-4 record and a2.87-ERAlast sea- . victbry.
_ . . ,
;. that,you.dori'twillfoo~ahygames .. ·
son for the Musketeers. His ERA
. In, nine i~nings of_ work,· .But he came back and pad a nice .
was good enough to place among Bradford allowed only one hit, a senior season ~or us."
.. . .
Kyles.says the only thing:that -.
the fop 50 in the country ... _. ... ... ·single in the sixth. A hit batsman
"He's been pitching very well ·and a walk. accounted for· the .re- Bevelneect~i~ some more gqod ex-;·
and making normal progress," said . mrunfog . baserriimers. 'Bradford. perience .. "He's, still learning how,
BlueJays'scoutBenMcClure. "He fanned nine arid his w!n uped his .. topitch,not'thfowtheball. Oncehe
still isn't completely mature physi:- record to 6-4'for the season.
develops a better feel. for those.·.
cally, but he has made tremendous
. H~ will be moving on to the offspeed.pitches .to go alon'g with
improvements from his junior to fall instructional league in Florida hisfastball,he'lfoegintorealizehis ·
·
senior seasons at Xavier and now after the sea8ori. Where he will .potentialt said Kyles; . ·. ·
spend the fall, and winter pitching
. ·. · Thi,s filllandwiilterBevel will.·
for St. Catharines.'~
Bradford's eight wins and 85 for Dunedin' inthe-Florida League. travel. west to the Arizona/New·
strikeoutsfortheMusketeersin 1996
Bobby Bevel was drafted af- Mexico iristruc~ional leagueto play
. were good for second all-time single ter his 7.7 senior season .for the . for the Rockies affiliate at Colom· Musketeers Jn 1995 by the Colo- · bia, New Mexico.
season Xavier marks.
''This kid's going to be in the radoRockiesinthe20thround.This ·
McClure says thathe expects
big leagues someday," Stompers' season:BevelishurlingfortheClass more prospects to coine out of
manager Rocket Wheeler said. A Asheviile (NC) Tourists of the Xavier's program.. "I c_an't say
1
. 'He's got good control, a nice sink South Atlantic league.
enough about how much players
to his fastballandanicehard, break~·
Pitc\'ling mostly in relief, improve coming _out of that proing slider. He's areal competitive Bevelhasearneda4-2recordwitha ·gram. That'satributetothecoachkid and a nice kid."
3.18ERA: Hehasalsostruckout60 ing staff they have. there, led by
McClure also attributed some batters in..68 innings. Hitters are Coach Morrey;'' said McClure.
BY TOM -DECORTE

Xavier kickers hope for greatness
"
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impressive 7-1-1_ October to.
team, however, everything must
State, a4-2_ pummelling Of the
Green team that lOst in the first
come together. Coach Hermans ·
Redskins; . · ·
round of the NCAAtournainent .·
qualify for the A.:.10 ChampionBY STEVE SMITH
ships_. This year, however, XU
. just might be in luck this year.
Tonight theX-Men tra~el, . last year to the eventuaichampion,.
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
hopes to make the road a little
This team is a good one. Their
north on I~?:S'to open the Atlantic Wisconsin, as well as Rhode Island .
easier. .
.
defense is outstanding arid the
10 season against long. time rival
and UMASS.
· Following the Dayton match,
Ladies and gentleman if you
The past six years have been offense is explosive. Quite a nice Dayton.
haven't noticed, it's on the verge
about' potential and hope for he_ad
combination to have.
·
The Flyers are picked to
XU stays at home for.seven
of becoming fall on our great
coach Jack Hermans. Every year
The Muskies are 2-1 if you
finish.tenth iii the A-10 this
straight games, This provides a .
se~on: but don't let that fool'
good opportunity 'to get things
planet and you know what that
he gets that much closer to having count the 7~1 pounding they gave
means to almost every American
that dreaill. season or simply
to the ·Xavier Alumni squad last
you .. While tlie Muskies are.·
· goitig right.
male... futbol season. That's right watching his team play a full
Saturday. Their other two games. ·· pfoked to finish third, behind
Coach Hermans will tell you,
I said FUTBOL, not football..
season to their potential.
came two weeks ago in the Soccer . nationally ranked Rhode Island .
a start like last year's will make
Ok, so futbol (soccer for
If you ask him he'll tell you Village Kickoff Classic, where a . - and -µMASS, the battle between
.things very challenging for the
those who don't know) is not the
that this is-the most talented team
second place finish didn't do them the_se two teams has always been Muskies, but a good start could get .
most popular sport in America,
he's had in his tenure at Xavier,
justice.... ·. .
tight.
. his .team going toward to his dre_am
but it is the most popular sport in
but like all the other years he
Xavier dominated the
XU leads the series with 12 season.
the world: Since we lack football, won't say too much until the
·weekend, but as in any sport;·.·
victories, but Dayton is cfose
·
Everything is in place fo~
here at Xavier, futbol draws the
season is 'over. .
sometimes that's not enough.
behind w~th 11 wins over the
Hermans' dream season, a tough .
crowds in the fall, and we~l it.
Co~captairi Jeff Bauer
Theyfeil short in their season
Muskies.
schedule,' a tal_ent loaded team and .
·JUst think, a game this
adesire that would make Rocky ·
should.
knows it too, but also has a little - opener to Wright State suffering :a .
The Xavier men's soccer
hesitance, "The 'talent on this team · tough 2-0 loss, despite the fact ·
close against a team picked to
seem unmotivated. So head on
team is on a mission this season:
is. tremendous. We still have ·
they out shOt the Raiders.··Miarr.:
finish tenth out Of 12 teams. Not down to Corcoran Field and catch
to get btck to the Atlantic 10
improving to do, but we have
was·a differenf story. The
an easy way ti:> open the season.
these guys in-action. It will be
tournament just as they did a year shown how good we can be. Now Muskies came out impressively
Things don't get easier.for
worth your w_hile.
ago. Well, maybe not exactly as
it's just a matter of realizing that· and gave the crowd atCorcoran
-xU as they look clown tiie'road~ . Did.someone say something-· ...
they did last year. After a 1-7
potential:"
Ffoldsooiething they thought they They talc~ on a vliStly iiJjproved " . aboutfootbail? Oh y~ab.
start the Muskies had to turn in~
Like any great season or
.-should'have seen against Wright
Cincinnati team, a Bowling
FUTBOL! ·
· ·

Ladies drown-in Fran own··sorrows
:
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into the game. Xav~er freshman . close range off a pass from
Christie Rienshagen tied the game . Kelley~
J'HE XAVJER NEWSWIR,E
up· with a goaljqst seyen minutes
. · Detroit got their final· goal
later.
· ·· · · ·
off a coi:rier kick with two and a
, Dr: Jekyll a:nd Mr. Hyde
. . After.ascoreless second Jlalf half minutes left in the g~me.
took over the.women's soccer :.·
team this
week~i1d, a8 Xavier and first overtime perio.c;l, Xavjei:
- Kelley called the loss
was able to putih~ game away;
"frustrating.,, "We didn ·l: come
pickeo up their second straight
• . .Amanda Gruber.
with:.under · out to play," she said. "We didn't.
.conf~reiice win ~n ·,the road·
Friday before stumbling at home
nine minutes left tO play, an(l . respect our opponent None of us
on Sunday. · ·
' Rienshagen got her second goal of were getting the job done, and no
Xavier ne~ded overtime
the match with two minutes left.
one stepped up for us.'.' ..
.
against Duquesne; but neither the . .
For her efforts, Reinshagen ·
· .~Xavier has a few days to get
.Duke·s· nor1Iurricarie F~an were ·
wa5 named A..:.10 Rookie of the
itself'squared av;ay. The Muskies
able to wear down the Muskies as Week for the second week in a
will take the field next for th~ir Arow. She has started all four .
10 home opener o~ Friday.
they ptevruled in a3~1 decision,
Musketeer games this year, and
Xavier will~ak;e on St.Joseph's in
to go to 2~()in the Atlantic 10 .
has scored three goals and had one a 6 p.m:· game that will be
: Su_nday's match pittedXU
.
agaiQstforiner :Mee rival Detroit. assist;· Her seven points make hei: preceded by atailgate party
. the team leader in scori1,1.g. . .
outside Corcoran Field. ·
.
The Titaµ's took advantage of
some M:µskie nientallapses to.
Junior tri~captai1i.Nora, .
The Muskies' 2-0 record in
' .
Kelley felt that ihe teainbelci
. the A- lOis good for first place.
comecaway with a3-1 win'.
,_. Against Duquesne, Xavier
together w.ell,.despite the,J~ss.than While.this is a good start for the
Muskies, it is not an accurate
was iri the driver's seat. ·They ·; . · favorable c_onditions. -"I think it
were on the offensive· erld of the :- . was the ~omposure we had that let · measuring stick. The pair of .
field·f~rmuch•ofthe g~e; a~d
'us win/,'
srucl:
. . .
Xaviei: games are the only A-10 ·
)aiiri~hed 28 shots on goal, . . .
.· . \ ·. Qn.Sundiy;· thillgs :got µgly · ·~games thathave been played so.
compare~'t? thel~,jheDukes.got · for.-:Xavier#·~e te~:c·anieoui
this season.
. · .. ,;,:., •• :.. ,
. ..
·
· ··
: : flat' agai11!;(De.~9it.: .Thf'J;itliiis !>;_ .
On-Sunday, Xavier ~ill hit .- .
off.. ,
gain~
'i tookjusitW<).shotsJn'tlie
flrsfhaif,
roa:d.
to_,: do batde·witfr·~
,..
. • . • '\t: Coiidftfons.for"thi~
· .•
··-· •
·.·.
·. _ "'• .,.
··: ... , ·.
· ... : ...
•;1/1.
" ' . ": :: ;::·
•
.· :.
.'·
. .
were challenging .• ~ Duquesne' s • •·..,, but they c~,nn~c~e.Ct::e>n: botlJ.,;'. >: ';. ~.·: ·. nonconference opponenn)l. :,
field~fifAstroTurf,and frwas.···
", .:·:Tlie firstDetroit gtiiilicame:. · LOuisvme: TheMuskies and•.·.. ·

past

scoreci

she

far

·:11;

•• · . : • . , ;

1~t:':·

the
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····.:~~!~~~~~7······· ·~==~tS~~~t~~:. .~-::.:~: =:: ~:v;:p;:~·• ·
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-~espite these· conditions, the

.:_. . ;_ ·Ill :b~tv;ee,ifthe t~o·Deti'?ft, :. · ·days Off'followlrig .the Detiqlt-_ .' · ···Junior tri~captain Amanda Gruber.has been a for~:/o"r%~Xa~t~eJesus
. ·goals,Xay~~r·did:find tfie backof . :.game~"'It' s good,-tohay'e this tiine ·· .. ~ffense~· .She must fzelp th.~-M,uskies pick up the pieces fromSunddy~s
Duque,~J:ie got on the board-first . ··, •the net thank!; .to Amy Lemqri .. · • :-off to refocus for· the the
of ... loss before playing.St.. Joe;s 'on Friday night at Corcoran Field.. :, __ -..·
. with a·goai Just under 30'minut~s . . Lerrionknocke4:in.a s.hot

Mus~c;:s kept after the Dukes.
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multime~ia coinp~ter customized for students

•· Campus Z-Station~ features: ·.
• Powerflil Intel'" Pentium'" processor
• Large capacity hard drive
·
• Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications
• Plug & Play into your campus network with a high-speed modem
• Desktop Systems include Microsoft® Natural® Keyboard ·
.and Microsoft Mouse
-.
• Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun.
• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel,
PowerP<iint, Microsoft Access, Schedule+,
Encarta 96 Encyclopedia, Microsoft Internet Assistants
• Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Intern.et Explorer 2.0
• Microsoft Plus!
• Games for Windows 95
• Norton AntiVin,is and more .
• · He~lett Packard <;olor DeskJet available
II Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack
Processor
l!ard drive
Monitor
Price
with LAN card • .

. PenUum 100 MHz

1.2cia ;
14" (13.2". Yrewa~le)
$1799
$1899*

Pentium 133 MHz
1.6GB
15" (13. 7" viewable)
·$2199
$2299

Pentium 166 MHz

2.1GB
15" (13.7" viewable)

$2499
$2599

Experience Campus Z-Station,. call:

1··800-811-3452

educatlon@zds.com

;
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I !VERSIONS Laughs fill 'Bulletproof'
BY SOREN BAKER
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE ..

Renaissance festival
.

The Ohio Renaissance Festival in Harveysburg will be .
open Saturdays and Sundays from 10:_30 a.m.~6 p.m. (rain .or
shine) through Oct. 13.
"Coming here is like walking·into an English village,"
said Martin English, the event's marketing director. "It's
like taking a step back fo time."
· The festival attempts to capture the atmosphere of
16th century England: It features over 130 booths with gifts
and crafts inspired by the period.
Comedy acts, stage shows, swordsmen and "Theater '·
in the Ground" - where literary classics like "Beowulf'
will be performed in the mud - will also serve as prime
··
outlets for entertainment..
· "One of the things that makes the festival so popular
and unique is all the costumed performers that visitors can
interact with," England said.
The main attraction is the jousting, where two knights
in full armor do battle ..
. Visitors can "eat, drink and be merry'.' at the village
pub, which features turkey legs; steak~on-a-stake, potatoes,
bread bowls and.other Renaissance style food.
·
About ~50,00b people attended the festival last year..
· Tickets for the festival are $11.95. Discounts are
available for groups of 20 or more.
Persons seeking more information can call 513-8977000.

African discussion.
...

·._.,

A panel discussion on the book "Not Out of Africa" by
Mary R. Leflmwitz will be held on Sept. 20 at 7 p.m. in the.
University Center Theatre. ·
"Not Out of Africa" argues against the ideas presented
in Martin Bernal's two-volume work, "Black Athena."
·'
Bernal's text states that Western civilization, and in
particular Greek civilization, were not original in the majority
of their tdeas; they knowingly stole thein from the Egyptians.
Bernal also claimsthat scholars from the 18-20th
centuries were aware of this fact, but covered it up out of
their own racism.
Lefkowitz' s book attempt~ to show that Bernal' s ideas .
are incorrect and that the inforination he puts across in
".alack Athena" has been used by Afrocentrics to teach myths
as history.
Panelists include professors from Ball State University,
the University of Florida, the University ofIHinois at .
Chicago, Miami University and Wayne State University.
Persons seeking more information can contact Dr.
Cueva at 745-1931.

Most bulletproof iterris are
· as inpenetrable as a lost love's · ·
heart, but ''Bulletproof," the new
movie teaming comics Damon .
Wayans and Adam Sandler, is as
accessible as a wheelchair ramp._
Anyone who can be admitted ti:> an
R-rated movie should appreciate .
the humorous and adrenalinefilled tirades the duo stumble
upon.
Archie Moses (Sandl6~)
plays a petty thief who becomes a
major player in Frank Colton's
(James Caan) drug.empire.
Unfortunately for Moses, he
befriends Rock Keats (Wayans),
who turns out to be an undercover
Damon Wayans (left} and Adam Sandler cannot believe that they will
member of the Los Angeles Police
be makingmillions ofdollarsfor having so much fun.
.
Department.
When his cover is blown,.
Keats attempts to arrest Moses ·
When the duo is ambushed
On the way, Colton's
and a warehouse full of Colton' s
again
at
the cabin by part of ·
cronies attempt to assassinate .
cock-diesel henchmen. ObviColton' s entourage,, they .realize
Moses, because he has informaously, withoutthe help of LA' s
someone has ratted on them.
.tion that could put Colton away
finest, this would be impossible.
After their arrival in Los Angeles,.
for several lifetimes. However;
Most of the bad guys are snagged
Keats and Moses end up running
this hit squad pi:oves to be as
during the raid, but an unfortunate reliable as the average college.
from everyorie - even the police.
.·
student. '. · ·.·
· accident leads Moses ·to shoot
With wit. charm and a . . .
surprisingly n·aforal chemistry,
Keats in the head.
·. The couple· journey to ·
Wayans and Sandleiromp through
Waking up in the hospital · ·· California provides some· of the ·
this 90 minute action/comedy ,.
with a metal plate in his head is
. '· mm's most humorous scenes·.. .
far from a treat for Keats. :
adventure like the two friends they
When Keats and Moses stop ata
Once 'he is rehabilitated~ his
.
portray
at the film's beginning.
lodge deep ip the woods, the
first assignment is to accompany
I>o.
notexpec:t ''Bulletproof'
.
delightfnlly ·ignorant deskman,
to'(rack~pa;iiurriber·.of·HoHyW.ood··;•
. Moses, who was found hungover
Charle!;.(Mark Rob.erts), gives
. awards, but it more ihan takes care . .
in the Arizona desert, back to Los
Sandler an excuse tq get crude,
of its mission: to ent~rtliin,
·
Angeles.
·
rude and socially unacceptable...

s

Jazzy HCrb Ellis plays' Xavier
.,

'

.

BY MARK DONAHUE
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE..

Herb Ellis is coming to
Xavier.
.''So?" you ask? Well, Herb.
. Ellii;, •guitarist and jazz institution ... "And?"
. ·
"When you've been playing·
as well as Herb Ellis plays for as
long as Herb Ellis has; there is no.
wrong you can do.'.' That's what
Jazz vocalist Jo·n Hendticks (the
Rockers Scarce will be playing with Throneberry at
' guy who invented vocalese) had to
Sudsy Malone's on Sunday at 10 p.m.
say· aboutHerb Ellis. ·. · · .
· Tickets are $5 for those oflegal drinking age and $7 .
. . J'Pe fact of the rnatter is that
·
for 18 to 20-year-old members of the audience.
Ellis
was playing jazz guitar
· The band, which released its debut album
before
most of us were in diapers.
"Deadsexy" in March, is comprised of guitarist Chick
"He's
known just about ·
Graning, bassist Joyce Raskin and.drummer Joseph
anybody
who's
anybody in the
Propatier..
field,"
says
Fr.
John
Heim, who
Scarce's origin can be traced back to 1992 when·
gave
Ellis
the
invitation
to.play at
Graning moved to Providence, R.I. and met Ra1>kin. After
Xavier.
·
opening for Juliana Hatfield and Madder Rose, the band
music"
career
The
guitarist's'
was signed to A&M records. · .
. began·circa 1944.
.
Since then, ·scarce has opened for groups such as
His
early
gigs
included
the
Pavement, the Flaming Lips, Grant Lee Buffalo, Shudder to
Casa
Loma
Orchestra
and
the
.Think and Hoie.
· popular Jimmy Dorsey ,Banq.
Propatier, the band's current drummer, joined Scarce
.
As Jazz shifted from swing
in 1995, shortly after they finished touring with Hole,
·
to
be-bop,
Ellis continued .to
"Deadsexy" features ~e songs "All Sideways" and
thrive.
.
"Days Like This."·
He joined Oscar Peterson's .
For more information, call s.udsy's at 751-2300.
trio in 1953,andworked with the
gre~t Ella Fitzgerald in the late
50's.
...:..information reported on and compiled by Shauna Pope

Scarce show option

Guitarist Herb Ellis perform~ in the University Center Theatre on
·
Sept. J5. His distinguished career spans six decades.

"[Herb Ellis]. carries a.lot of
history with him when he plays,"
Fr. Heim said:
'
"So?" you still ask? Well,
history is history, but nothing c~n
. . prove talent more than the Ii ving,
breathing item.
·
.
Ellis will be playing at
Xavier on Sunday, as part of the

·ongoing Piano and Guitar Series
organized by Fr. Heim: .
He wili be accompanied by
local bassist Bob Bodely ..
The performance begins at
'Z_:30 p.m. in the Uriiversi~y Center
The'atre- tickets are $14 .. '

.
Eye-popping.·secrets· may surprise you
::,··

.·/··

.

A~ I flip through the early .
pages of the magazine, or as
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
frequent readers refer to it - the
soft porn section·--' I w·onder,
who is the most popular Victoria's.
Secret model?
The Mo11;day riight football
I have my p'ersonal favorite
game is a.blowout as usual:
but who
I to thrust my opinion
Forty-Niners 50 (S)Aints 3. So I · on the rest of the Victoria's Secret
decide to surf the endless limbo of followers? In a search for truth, I
channels on the cable box. I flip
. decide to conduct a random,
through 10 programs with Jerry · · informal poll. Some of you at this
Faldwell telling methat I am a
point maybe wondering, "Why do'
sinner; eigJ:it channels playing the
all this?· The only answer I can
·. same Hootfo and the Blbwfish
come up with is that each of us
song and four channels with
was put on this earth for a reason..
shoddy.''Ffiends" wanna-be
· Back to the' poll, .I ranked ·
sitcoms. ...
the modelS in three categories:
I turn the teleyision off·
prettiest eyes, bestlingerie pose,
because even couch potatoes have · and who you'd most like to be
standards.
stuck in an elevator with. After
I dedde to t~rn my attention finding a couple of old Victoria's
to more intellectual pursuits. I
Secret magazines --' curiously
look to some challenging reading
they were all in our beloved
materials, namely recent J.Crew
. Calendar Man's room - I chose
.and Sharper Image cat~logs, two
the three most frequently used
issues of the. Cincinnati Enquirer . models as our lovely contestants.
and my favorite issue of the
Contestant No. 1 was
Victoria's Secret cat'alog. ·You
Stephanie Seymour. She has
know the one I am talking about,
graced many a Victoria's Secret
it has Stephanie Seymour on the
cover as well as many a 12-year· ·
cover half naked. (Hold on, that's . old' s fantasy~
·every cover of Victoria's Secret)
Contestant No. 2 was a

BY CHARLES FIELDS

am

.

.

the more humorous comments.
One highlight was "I am a
girl. I don't want to be stuck in an
.elevator witl'J. any of them." .
Another favorite was, "You really
lead a boring existence don't
you?" Of course I do. I go to
. Xavier.
After much anticipation the ·
results are in: Seymour ran away
with. the prettiest eyes award.
''Her eyes seem to change color in
every pose," one person sa.id, "so
that definitely gives her the
prettiest eyes."
For best lingerie pose, it was
·· · . .
._If~
a.squeaker,
but Taylor pulls it out,
I tii
dethroning Seymour. Evidentially
.
Taylor's knack for lounging half
naked on various pieces of
newcomer to the.Victoria's Secret them to rate the models as in three furniture is a must in this category.
world - Nikki Taylor - but she
categories.
· For all not too scared to be
I asked each person to place
has already proven she has the ·
stuck in an elevator, your pick for
the model that they thought best
right stuff by stealing a couple of
a elevator buddy is once again
covers from Ms. Seymour.
exemplified the category in that .
· 'Last, but definitely not least, specific plot.
Axel Rose's ex-wife, Seymour.
After a couple of "Is this for · You pollees out there must really
was con.iestant No. 3, Yasmeen.
Yasmeen is a much welcomed
. real?"s and devilish grins when I
th~nk she is one good conversationalist.
import from South America whose . showed the visual aids, the poll
unmodelesque features make her . · started to take shape.
Poor Yasmeen di~n't get too
one.~f Victoria's best kept secrets.
· At the end of the poll there
many votes but she will always be
·my favorite.
I polled thirty people---.,.. 15
was. a comments and questions
men and 15 women_.:... and asked
section of whic'h I'll share some of

Sfe. f l.f Al"

GQod, hard,.hitting. underground music
R&B ()f ¥embe~ship,'' and it'~ ... the Rock" are compelling, the
'• good musk for your'neit16bckt'dfr. -. vocals .often s~em superfluous.
party, street fight, etc. The Delta
The real power of The Delta 72.
72 are ·razor sharp on this one,
lay in their cohesion as an
taking a D.C. penchant for punch
instrumental unit, whether
- dig Jason Kourkounis' thunder - chugging through slick head
drumming- to propel ~he ol'
~odders.("Introduction," "Get
Down") or grinding out some near
·rhythm n' blues ahead to another
frontier.
Sabbathy stuff ("It's All Over,"
· Skidding along atop the
· "Hustler").
"The R&B Of Membership"
rhythmic frenzy, courtesy of
Kourkounis and bassist Kim
. is a fine record, and The Delta 72
Thompson, is Gregg Foreman's
is a fine band. Enough said.
TheDelta72
jittery slide guitar and harmonica.
- by Mark Donahue
"The R&B Of Membership"
Throw in Sarah StOifa' s organ
(Touch And Go Records)
work to anchor it all down and
you've got something to liquor a
·With each listen to their new listener up on: groove and soul.
Most of the songs on "The
record, the power and cunning
-R&B" are peppered with Foreman
Washington D.c. quartet The
and Thompson's voices blurting
Delta 72, n:iakes me want to ...
. out half-recognizable phrases.
dance ..
Though lyrically songs like "On
The album is called "The

of

'little skeptical, not knowing what
will rattle your eardrums, ·
to expect from a Tokyo native.
Satchel's sophomo~e al6iiin;'The
While listening to this album one
Family" is not for you.
will become amazed by his
Satchel com~s from Seattle
scratching abilities and tight
and even has the help of Pearl ·
production skills.
~am's Stone Gossard's production
touch, but this does not mean that
Aside from dj horida, many
others showcase their talents on
Satchel's new album is going to
the album.
. sound like the average Seattle
These include the likes of
grunge band.
est~blished artists Guru arid D.J.
"The Family" is a mixture
Premier, Redman, Grand Puba,
. of songs that are sort of graceful,
SadatX, .Fat Joe, The Beatnuts,
·heartbreaking and hopeful all.at ·
Common Sense, Biz Markie and
once,
ThaAlkaholiks.
· ·. All of the songs on the disc
•·· : The first single off th~
.compassionately deal with the
album; "Out for the Cash,''
themes of love and relationships,
featuring Al' Tariq, The Beatnuts, . and sound reminiscent of the
Fat Jo~ and Problemz, hits hard
slower so'ngs on Lenny Kravitz's
.with Jis up-tempo and banging
. "L~t Love Rule" album.
·
.beat:~: t "
. · .· Songs like ·~isn't That .
: ){.This album does more than . . .Right'' and "Breathe Deep" are ·
provide listening pleasure for your especially good, because they do.
e'.ar;.ii::.:Jt proves that honda is
.. not incorporate the typical sound
:c~g~§lp ofholding his own in the · found on many Nirvana and
iri.temational rap game.
·. Sciundgarden wannabe albums.
·-:~:})L·
by Matt Turner
......... Listening to only a few
songs on this album is not bad, but
· dj honda
because every song has a similar
"dj honda;'
· fed; "The Family" does become
(Relativity Records)
rnbnotonous.
· . •· .• . Because of this, the LP is .
.. The debut self-titled album ·
.:not a good pick for someone who
from dj honda is a compilation of
would like to hear songs that are
songs .from so~e of the be~!a.,well~
onthe faster, more intense end of .
known.rap artists. Honda ir'"one
· the grunge sound.
of the finest DJs around.
·
Nonetheless, "The Family"
He hails from Japan and is
is avery differentalbum than
out to prove that he's one of the·
those produced by other Seattle
best DJs in the business regardless
bands
out there.
:
.
.
.
of where he's from.
·
·It is worth getting if you
.. · With this album, honda
satchel
would like to·hear something
achieves his goal. .
"The Family"
different.
'(Epic Records)
Noticing that he was
·: Satchel peifom1s with Better
responsible for all ofthe producThan Ezrn 011 Sept. 22 at the
tion on this album, the average
If you want to listen to an
Garage.
- by Chris Pcsti
hip-hop fan would probably be a
album that is loud, aggressive anq

. :.·,.,
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Now Hiring Team Players For All Positions.
We Offer:
·
.

\

.

.

•Team Atmosphere Where YOU Matter
~Immediate Health Care Enrollment
•Paid Vac·ation for Full-Time Associates
iGrowth Opportunities within OJJr Company
•50 Percent Dining Discount
•401(K) Plan
· •Flexible Scheduling

GD.

.

Apply in Person Monday through Thursday from·
.
· 2pm-4pm
7800 Montgotn·ery Road·
Sycamore Plaza
(Across from Kenwood Towne Centrer

-
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ALENDAR

oIt's Calendar Man's favorite day!!! Go out, partake of a tasty

Lots .of nut-covered raisins!

thursday
. September 12

beverage, and start socializing! !! ·
, •Hungry? Head down to
O'Connor Sports Center for a presoccer tailgate party .. Those druids
with a meal plan can eat for free but
the average bear must pay $5 for the .

R

'

..

,

'

sic play._ Saturday matinee perfor·mances feature a lecture with the
cast and Dr. ~ill Godshalk, professor of English at UC. Matinee per-.

sund ay.

.

SPRING BREAK
Hundreds Of Students Are
Earning Free Spring Break
Trips & Money! Sell 8 Trips &
Go Free! Bahamas Cruise $279,
Cancun & Jamaica $399,
Panama City/Daytona $119!
www.spring_breaktravel.com 1800-678-6386
ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT- ·.
.·
Permanent part-time. 20 year ·
old marketing company. .
Professional home office. Ciose
to Xavier. Computer, phone
and filing skills. $8.00 an hour.
Fax resume to 871-4685.

tu esday

·.,
sat urd...ay·.

0

.

September 16 .• • · ·
•Want to know what happens
to one percent of your tuition dollars? Guess who'_s having an open
house? -Those fine folks at SGA are
inviting the studeQt body to the 'fer. race Room. at 7 p.m. for an open
. forum on the purpose and activities
bf SGA. · Refreshments· are provided and if you're nice to Damon
.Jones, maybe he'll invite you to his
. pface for cookies and milk

will

•

'

•

"

:. " · . . . CJlassifiooS · .· .. ,- : .:". :
'

IDonday.

formance is 2 p.m., followed by an
eveningperformanceat8 p.m. Tick~
ets are $10 adults and $6 for students
& seniors. .For more information,
goods. Tailgate party runs from. call 24 l-SHOW. _
.·
4:30-7 p.m.
· . •Get ready, to rumble! The.
women's soccer team takes the field
.
. .
with those s'inners from St.Joseph's.
September 15
Get your butts to Corcoran Field at
~Students from Buenger Hall
Septembe_r 17
travel by bus to the Renaissance
6 p.m. and support your Lady
•WORTH
(Women Offering
Festival near Ceasar's Creek State
·Muskies or get punted in a sensitive
Happiness)· will
Rights
Truth
and
Park. '.fo partake ofthis "Cantebury"
part..
have an infonnational meeting in
•McGuffy's in Dayton fea- · journey, head to the Nort~ Lot at 1
.·
"th
.
p.m. and hop on the caravan or bus. the Hinkle Hall Faculty Lounge from
.
·
.
.
tures The N1xons w1 1mpena1
7:30-9 p.ni. Refreshments will be
Drag, James Hall and Shovelheaci! . Gr$o9up95d1scount loweBr!) ti~~lelt ?nee served.
. ··kets are $10 m
· ad. vance
·
· to ,. per. .person.
us w1· return
an d $ 12
· .
.
T1c
•Xavier Writer's Club will
·
d
f
th
h
F
tool
XU
at
.s
p.m.
For
more mfor.the ay o . e s ow.
or more
.
have
an
infonnational meeting at
. ~
.ti.,
mat1on, call 745~3170. ·
_ .
11749 4949 .
m1orma
on,
ca
Th
.
·
·
f
K
h
7:3~
p.m.
in the Honors House.
· ··Wh d
th.
.
• e senior rec1ta1 o at y
ere oes great eatre pre- "S . . ,,, M S . . .11 b h ld
"The price is wrong--!" Happy
miere? New York? No. Chicago? . . wthmgum·
: wiggm wt e e . Gilmore; will be held on the Resi. .
t"? Oh ah' Th
m e ruvers1ty Theatre at 2 p.m.
No. Cmcmna
1. . ye .
e . Ad . . . ~
dential Mall. Admission & food are
. h p k · mission 1s 1ree.
Queen C1.tY, s Playhouse m
t e ar
· J
. . H b Eir .11 free~ Movie starts at 9 p.m.
• a.zzguitan.st, .er . _is WI
begins. the season w1"th the nat1"onal· .
Q This calendar has been
, m·
f Th ·N. t b k' .-r perfiormmthe U mvers1 ty Theatreat
Pre 1ere o
e o e oo OJ
•
sponsored by your tuition dollars.
T ·
· b T
· W"ll"
7:30 p.m. Tickets for non students
rzgorm Y ennessee . 1 tams · $l4 Zo"1 k 111 T k fi
Calendar Man hopes you. find it
based off the play The Seagull by . arde • '..th Dn s ... FREtceEt~ or stu- worthy of your cash.. If not,. oh
. rfi
ents w1 1. ., are
.
Anton Chekov. Pe. ormances run
•Af
. -- "th H b well!!! farewell from the land of
·1
o
t
4
F
...
fi
·
.
ter
partymg
wt
er ,
ti c . . or more m ormation h d A. ak .
un
b
rfi ·
. . .
ea to w ~nmgs Tea & Cof~1ee· peppermint. holiday· s,gumdrop fana outpe onnancesormembership, c· . H. d.. p k .·fi .. h B bb tasies, and artificial sweeteners!!!
·
. .· o. m Y. e ar . <;>rt e o y
cal1421-3888.
.
Sharpe Tno. Good_ atmosphere; HaveabowlofRaisinNutBranand
W-eatmusicandfreshlybrewedcof- read the large and infonnational
September 14 ·.' .. . . . fee. God bless!
· . statement below.

o It's Calendar Man's favorite day!!! Go out, grab a monkey
and start dancing! !!
•Check this out!· .Simpsons
begin at 6:30 p.m~ on Star 64, followed by Mad About You at 7 p.m.
and Seinfeld at 7:30 p.m. Then,
switch the channel to NBC for the
·Thursday Night Line-Up. That's
about five hours of good wholesome TV, so order a pizza, grab a
urinal and warm up the idiot box!!!
P .F. Kluge will be signing and reading excerpts from his latest book,
Biggest Elvis at Joseph-Beth Booksellers in the Rookwood Pavilion.
Event runs from 7-8:30 p.m.' For
more information, call 396-8960.
•The Andrew Lloyd Webber,
Broadway smash musical, Sunset
Boulevard, will be perfonned at the
Aronoff Center for the Arts through
Sept. 21. For more infonnation, call
621-2787.
•Get your machineheads to
the Warehouse at 10 p.m. for the
premiere of the new television se- ·
ries, "V City." ·For those monkeys
that miss the premiere party, WBQC
Channel 25 will .broadcast the show
on Sat. at 1 a.m.
•The award winning radio
•It's Calendar Man's favorite
show, "All Things Considered'" iS . day!!! Crash on the couch, ntJrse
on WNKU 89.7 FM from 4-7 p.ni. your hang over and watch some.
every weekday. .
, cartoons! !!
·
•"Do alittle dance ... Make a
241~8124.
little love ... " Let's timewarp to the
70's, when most of us were· young
bucks or babies (The freshmen class) .
and the musk was intelligent; ,
thought-provoking and revolutionary! At 3 p.m,, in Sawyer Point,
celebrate our music heritage with
KC & the Sunshine Band and the
Village People!!! Break out the
eight-trackandstrutattheOneEarth
Party brought to you by Ql02, the
King -of Beers and GoldStar Chili!
•Xavier-Dance Team will have
it's tiy outs at 3 p.m. No prepaqttion
necessary. Get some comfortable
Alone All Day by Cathy A. Lyons ls just one of the many
clothes on 'and get to the Schmidt
- featured artists at the IMAGES Center of Photography exhibit.
Fieldhouse!

•Calendar Man weak, must
havt:l high octane fuel .... must find
cool place to hang, have a good
conversation and tank ·up on
caffeinated goodies! !! International·
Coffee Hour will be held from 3:304:30 p.m. in the Romero Center to
provide ajumpstart in the middle of
: the day.
•"All I need is the water ... "
This is it ... stick a fork in Calendar
Man ... the end is nigh ... the final La
Rosa's Party in the Park is tonight.
Catch the last of summer fun from
5-8 p.m. Featured bands include
The Why Store & The Snow Shoe
Crabs. So after work, after class or
dµring the two, get Downtown to
partake of a tasty beverage.
•Are you feeling a little tipsy
after the Party in the Park? Well, if
you can make ifto Mount Adams,
safely or otherwise, make a beeline
to the Pavilion for $2 import night
with live music from Spit Shine
Nine! The band starts at 9 p;m. and·
the kitchen is open 'til 10 p.m.
•IMAGES Center of Photog.:
raphy features the fine works of
more than a dozen artists in traditional and computer generated images. The exhibit runs through Oct
18. Gallery hours are weekdays 9
a.m.-6 p.m. and Saturdays io a.m.6 p.m. For more information about
the exhibition or membership, call

· •Fahrenheit Theatre Company
presents Henry. the.Fifth by William "the miµi" Shakespeare.· See
this contemporary view of the clas-

.

.

'

~

FREE T-SHIRT+ $1,000
BABYSITI'ER NEEDED
Credit Card fundra'isers for
·
·
for church nursery. $10/hr.
fraternities, sororities &_·groups.
·
Children aged 0-3yrs. Sundays,
Any campus organization can raise
9;15am-noon; other times
up to $1000 by earning a
w h 0 pp in g $ 5 . 0 0 I YI SA possible. Must be l8yrs. or older
and supply own transportation.
application. Call i-800-932-0528
ext. 65. Qualified callers recive . Ascen:sion & Holy Trinity
FREE T-SHIRT ··
Episcopal Church in Wyoming,
OH. Call 821 6220 for more
information.
Part-Time Position

,Medical ~ecords cierk.
Exp. pre.ferred but
will train. Approx. 20
hrs. per wk. Call
Laurie-9614263.

APARTMENT FOR RENT
2-~Bedroom Apartme~t

10 minute walk from ·
xavier, central a/c $215
per student per nonth Call
Tom or Cathy @ 769-5240
'

.

**USE NEWSWIRE
CLASS.IFIEDS TO
REACH OUT TO THE
XAVIER COMMUNITY* :f: .·

get the lnsi.de Track
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Come ~o
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~ Entrance Exams • Interviews
·
• Appllcatlons
• Essays

,// Xavier University

Times and dates to be announced
Call for more information!
Space is

1• 80O•KAP•TEST

limited!

~:~~~e~:y.to reserve
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THE Crossword.·

. SEt:f

~frJlt\R@ifURE

.9tJ CLEAM uP
\\~OWN A<-f!

·,

·ACROSS
6 ' 7
11 12 13
8
9
2
4
3
1 A mineral.
14
5 Midway
attractions
17
1o Pedestal part
14 Mixture
20
15 Happening
16 Divisible by two .
17 Foreteller
··
18 Landed estate
. 19 Race distance
34
20 Legislative
meeting
38
22 Urn .
24 Plus .
41
25 Sine qua. 26 Gullies
46'
30 Counter to
34 Fragrancfi!
· 35 Spearlike
. ·Weapon
37 Soft drink
60
38 Marble
..
. ', ''39 Paving.material
64
40 Butt
.'
41 Arch
67
43 Take .the first
© 1996 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
step
All rights reserved,
· 45 Noble Italian·
family
·
46 Experiences
ANSWERS
anew
6 Turgenev
7 Private place
4B Edicts
50. Musician's.job
8 Slaughter of
51 Big. baseball··
(picturesque
9 Alien
1o·Fiendish
resort region)
11 Tel52 Not any place
12 Oscar - Ranta
56 .Furtiveness
13 Unmatched ·
60 Aid and.,.thing
·51 Perteet
63 Raced madly
21 Hotel
64 Smart and
23 Extinct bird
· 26 Macl)ine part
fashionable
27 Saying
. 65 Kind of sugar
· 66 Froster
28 Speech sound
67 Becomes more
29 Gluts .
30 Bitter
rigid
31 Scandinavian
68 Exudes
69 Certain student 32 List of
candidates
33 Makes tractable
DOWN
36 Harass
1 Throw
47 Contend
56 Season
2 Toward shelter
42 Fractlonal parts 49 Reminder
57 In~ parentis
43 Dirty
3 Tall tales
58 Sapling
52 Siestas
44 Snuggles
4 Privateer
53 Woodwind
59 Cattle group
45 Having no
5 Make over a
54 Bridge position
62 Start of .a gram.
room
regular course
55 A cheese
or graph

·B~ve any artistic
tal
.. ent"•
u·se·· to do a cartoon·
s~rip in high· school?
•

STAMPEDE

Mr~·.

Mo_on's· Fun Page is
looking for serious artists
& writers to start Xaviercr.eated ·cartoon strips.
For more information call
_74S-3i22.

,• , .., '

\

